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We advise our clients on improving the learning systems on their campuses. In the beginning, our experts do 
a detailed audit of the existing system at the school(s) and clearly identify the areas that need improvement. 
Keeping in mind our client's unique vision, we help them create a specific roadmap and place goal posts. We 
typically work with the school till the implementation is complete in spirit. We aspire to bring about a change 
that is sustainable and indigenous by expanding the capabilities of the leaders and other staff members. The 
results are always measurable and visible. 

Learning Systems

QS Consultants provide quality solutions in education and 
training. We have a client base in governments, school 
systems, vocational and university education providers. We 
help our clients to achieve effective, visible and long lasting 
improvement in student performance and results. 

Our team members have hands on experience as they 
themselves have been educators, researchers, policy 
makers, education leaders. Together we bring to our clients 
rich experiences and best practices from working nationally 
and internationally. We closely work with our clients to help 
them address modern day challenges that face education 
today.

Following are the core areas that we specialize working in: 

®

Human Resource

Our intervention also helps the school create a vibrant eco-system that attracts, develops and retains skilled 
school leaders, teachers and administrative staff. Our aim is to turn the school into a dynamic learning 
environment not only for students but also for people who work there, making it an interesting workplace 
to come to every day.

Helping you make the

®

Administration

With the availability of quality online and offline systems, it becomes imperative for the schools to keep re-
aligning their administrative department. The people and processes that a school's administrative 
department employs is directly linked to the school's cost efficiencies, finances, efficiency of compliances 
and experiences. A school therefore seldom can ignore this department in its ambition to become an 
aspirational school for the community it serves.

Education leading to Employability

We also work with the Higher Education sector to fill in the gap between what our educational system 
produces and what industries expect. We work with governments, employers, educational service 
providers and other stakeholders to address this challenge. We have capacity to work at District level and 
State level to implement vocational skill development programmes through partnering colleges and 
universities.

Education Consulting Solutions
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